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ABSTRACT
The flow of subtropical waters carried into the northern North Atlantic Ocean by the North Atlantic Current–
subpolar front system (NAC–SPF) is an important component of the meridional overturning circulation. These
waters become colder and denser as they flow through the subpolar region, both by mixing with the colder
subpolar waters and by atmospheric cooling. The relative roles of these two processes remain to be quantified,
and the mechanisms driving lateral mixing need to be better understood. To address those questions, a new
methodology is developed to estimate the mean absolute transports of mass and heat for the top 1000 dbar in
the region of the NAC–SPF for the time period 1993–2000. The transports are obtained by combining historical
hydrography with isopycnal RAFOS float data from the area. The mean absolute transport potential field shows
an NAC–SPF ‘‘pipe,’’ defined by two bounding transport potential contours. This pipe transports 10.0 6 3.5
Sv (Sv [ 10 6 m 3 s 21 ) (top 1000 dbar) from the subtropics into the eastern subpolar North Atlantic. In contrast
to earlier studies, the northward-flowing NAC follows a distinct meandering path, with no evidence of permanent
branches peeling off the current before reaching the ‘‘Northwest Corner.’’ As the current enters the Northwest
Corner, it loses its tight structure and maybe splits into two or more branches, which together constitute the
eastward flow along the SPF. The eastward flow between the Northwest Corner and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is
not as tightly defined because of the meandering and/or eddy shedding of the branches constituing the SPF. As
the flow approaches the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, it converges to cross above the Charlie–Gibbs and Faraday Fracture
Zones. The mean absolute temperature transport (top 1000 dbar) by the 10-Sv pipe was estimated across 10
transects crossing the NAC–SPF. Because the mean mass flux is constant in the pipe, variations in the mean
temperature transports result from lateral exchange and mixing across the pipe’s side walls and from air–sea
fluxes across the surface of the pipe. The NAC–SPF current loses 0.18 6 0.05 PW on its transit through the
region, most of the loss occuring upstream of the Northwest Corner. The heat loss is 10 times the corresponding
heat lost to the atmosphere. We conclude that cross-frontal exchange induced by the steep meanders of the
northward-flowing NAC is the main mechanism by which heat is lost along the current in the region between
the ‘‘Tail of the Grand Banks’’ and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

1. Introduction
The North Atlantic Current–subpolar front system
(NAC–SPF) serves as the main conduit of warm and
salty water into the subpolar North Atlantic Ocean. It
constitutes the upper limb of the thermohaline circulation of the North Atlantic Ocean, playing a crucial
role in moderating the climate of northern Europe, and
most likely has important implications for the general
circulation of the atmosphere over a larger region of the
Northern Hemisphere (e.g., Krauss 1986; Rossby 1996;
Bower et al. 2000). On their transit through the subpolar
Corresponding author address: Paula Pérez-Brunius, Physical
Oceanography Dept. MS #34, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,
Woods Hole, MA 02543-1541.
E-mail: pperez@whoi.edu
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region, the subtropical waters transported by the NAC–
SPF cool and freshen by mixing with the adjacent subpolar waters and through wintertime convection (McCartney and Talley 1982). There is still much to be
understood on the processes that transform the subtropical waters into intermediate and deep waters at higher
latitudes, and the relative role of lateral mixing versus
atmospheric cooling needs to be quantified.
Starting as a narrow and swift northward current, the
NAC–SPF evolves into a broad and weak flow once it
turns east past the ‘‘Northwest Corner’’ (Fig. 1, adapted
from Bower et al. 2002). Much of our knowledge of
the mean circulation in the subpolar North Atlantic
comes from hydrographic studies, suggesting that the
broad eastward flow consists of smaller baroclinic
fronts, highly variable in space and time (e.g., Dietrich
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FIG. 1. Streamfunction map for the North Atlantic obtained from RAFOS floats on the 27.5-su surface using objective analysis to obtain the
map on a grid made up by 111 km 3 111 km squares, adapted from
Bower et al. (2002). Contours are drawn every 2.5 3 103 m2 s21. Black
box shows the region of study. Dynamical features are NAC: North
Atlantic Current, NWC: Northwest Corner, and SPF: subpolar front.
Topographic features are MAR: Mid-Atlantic Ridge, TGB: Tail of
the Grand Banks, FC: Flemish Cap, CGFZ: Charlie–Gibbs Fracture
Zone, RP: Rockall Plateau, IB: Iceland Basin, RR: Reykjanes Ridge,
IS: Irminger Sea, and LS: Labrador Sea.

et al. 1980; Sy 1988; Arhan 1990; Belkin and Levitus
1996). It is believed that these fronts result from splitting
of the northward-flowing NAC (at locations and frequencies yet uncertain). There have been many studies
using hydrographic data and a level of no motion to
provide estimates of the transport of the NAC–SPF cur-

rent, but only a few estimates have used direct velocity
measurements to estimate the absolute transport of the
current, shown in Table 1. Meinen and Watts (2000)
obtained the mean absolute transport carried by the
northward-flowing NAC along a transect of moored current meters and inverted echo sounders (near 428N).
From the same data, Meinen (2001) obtained the mean
using stream coordinates. Those two studies are the only
ones of which we are aware that provide a long-term
mean of the absolute volume transport of the NAC.
Downstream of this location, estimates of the absolute
transport using direct velocity measurements are available for two more regions: the transport across part of
the Northwest Corner, reported in Lazier (1994), and
the mean eastward transport for the eastward flow along
the SPF near the Charlie–Gibbs Fracture Zone obtained
by Bubnov (1995). Note that the only study that provides an absolute temperature transport is that of Bubnov (1995).
In recent years, the circulation in the NAC–SPF region has been studied directly using Lagrangian drifters.
Isopycnal float studies reveal a highly structured and
localized eddy kinetic energy field. The northward flow
of the NAC shows a pattern of topographically fixed
meanders (Rossby 1996), whose amplitudes show fluctuations of ;150 km (Kearns 1996). Bower et al. (2002)
constructed the absolute streamfunction on the 27.5-s u
surface using the velocity measured by a large number
of isopycnal RAFOS floats deployed in the region as
part of the Atlantic Climate Change Experiment (Fig.
1). This map shows a rather different circulation pattern
than the one suggested by the mean hydrographic field.
On this density surface, it suggests 1) no splitting of
the NAC upstream of the Northwest Corner, 2) a broadening of the flow in the SPF, and 3) a narrowing of the

TABLE 1. List of absolute transport estimates using direct velocity measurements for transects across the NAC–SPF current reported in
the literature.
Source
This study*
Meinen (2001)**
Meinen and Watts (2000)*
Meinen et al. (2000)
Reiniger and Clarke (1975)

Volume (Sv)

Temperature (PW)

Layer

NAC at 428N, including part of the Mann Eddy
68
3.50
0–1000 dbar
131
—
Top to bottom
146
—
Top to bottom
112
—
Top to bottom
123 (93) 6 50
—
Top to bottom
(0–2000 m)
127 (88) 6 50
—
Top to bottom
(0–2000 m)
112 (76) 6 50
—
Top to bottom
(0–2000 m)

Lazier (1994)*
This study*
Bubnov (1995)
* Eulerian average.
** Mean was taken in stream coordinates.

50

Across the Northwest Corner
—

Top to bottom

Eastward flow across 368W between 478 and 538N
21
0.51
0–1000 dbar
64
1.99
0–2000 m

Time period
;2 yr
19 months
19 months
Snapshot
Snapshot
Snapshot
Snapshot

8.5 months
;2 yr
Snapshot
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eastward flow as it approaches the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
(MAR), crossing through the region of the Faraday and
Charlie–Gibbs Fracture Zones. The anticyclonic recirculation cells of the Mann Eddy and Northwest Corner
(see Fig. 1), and the narrowing of the current in the
region of the MAR, have also been observed by surface
drifters (Fratantoni 2001).
The discrepancy between the mean patterns of the
baroclinic flow (i.e., derived purely from hydrography)
and the absolute velocity field on the 27.5-s u surface
constructed by Bower et al. (2002) suggests that, in
order to get an accurate view of the mean circulation
and transports for the region, direct measurements of
the flow are needed.
Perez-Brunius et al. (2004a) developed a technique
(called float-Gravest Empirical Mode, or float-GEM)
which combines the pressure measured by isopycnal
floats with historical hydrography, in a similar fashion
to the Gravest Empirical Mode method first applied by
Meinen and Watts (2000). The float-GEM technique can
be used to obtain the mean three-dimensional temperature and density fields (hence the baroclinic velocity
field) for the time period of the float experiment. By
making use of the velocity measured by the floats, the
absolute velocity field, and hence the absolute transports
of volume and temperature, can be estimated.
This study applies the float-GEM technique to two
isopycnal RAFOS float experiments, carried out between 1993 and 2000, to map the mean absolute transport of mass of the NAC–SPF system for the region
defined in Fig. 1 during that time period. Hence, the
mean amount of water carried by the current from the
subtropics into the subpolar region is quantified. We also
calculate the downstream changes of the absolute temperature transport of the current, obtaining an estimate
of the mean heat lost by the current’s waters on their
transit toward the subpolar North Atlantic. The relative
roles played by the atmosphere and horizontal mixing
in the ocean in determining that heat flux are examined.
These results are of great interest from a climatic point
of view.
2. Data and methods
a. Float-GEM profiles
We describe next how the float-GEM technique
(Perez-Brunius et al. 2004a) is applied to isopycnal RAFOS float data and Gravest Empirical Mode (GEM) projections of historical hydrography available for the region. A RAFOS float is an acoustically tracked, neutrally buoyant drifter. A GEM field is a projection of
hydrographic data onto geostrophic streamfunction
space (Sun and Watts 2001). It captures most of the
variability in the hydrographic field since horizontal motions of large-scale structures are stiff in the vertical
direction (Sun 2001). We will use specific volume anomaly (d) in this study since d surfaces approximate neutral
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TABLE 2. List of specific volume anomaly surfaces and their potential density analogs. Specific volume values in the first column
are referenced to an intermediate temperature (4.98C) and salinity
(34.6 psu). The second column has specific volume anomaly calculated using the standard 08C and 35 psu values.
Specific volume
anomaly
(34.6 psu, 4.98C)
(1028 m 3 kg21 )
70
60
50
40
30
20
20
0
210
220
230

Specific volume
anomaly (35 psu, 08C)
(1028 m 3 kg21 )
;142
;134
;127
;119
;109
;93
;85
;71
;64
;57
;43

Potential density
(su 6 0.02)
26.68
26.78
26.89
26.98
27.08
27.18
27.28
27.38
27.48
27.59
27.69

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

26.7
26.8
26.9
27.0
27.1
27.2
27.3
27.4
27.5
27.6
27.7

surfaces better than the more commonly used potential
density (McDougall 1989). To help the reader, Table 2
shows various d surfaces and their approximate potential
density (s u ) counterparts. The d values are referenced
to 34.6 psu and 4.98C, which are mean values for the
region of the NAC–SPF (Kearns 1996).
The float data come from two isopycnal RAFOS float
experiments: the NAC experiment (1993–95) and the
Atlantic Climate Change Experiment (ACCE, 1997–
99), both with the floats targeted for s u 5 27.5 (mean
specific volume anomaly dfloat 5 25 3 10 28 m 3 kg 21 ).
We use 33 floats from the NAC experiment, deployed
during three different cruises that took place in July–
August 1993, November–December 1993, and October–
November 1994. Programmed to sample for 300 days,
the floats collected position (and hence velocity), temperature, and pressure data two times per day (Anderson-Fontana et al. 1996). From the ACCE experiment,
we use data from 50 floats deployed across the SPF
during two cruises that took place in November 1997
and July 1998. These floats sampled position (and hence
velocity), temperature, and pressure once a day, and
their missions were 540 days long (Anderson-Fontana
et al. 2001; Perez-Brunius et al. 2004a).
The velocity, temperature, and pressure records of
both datasets were filtered by using a running-mean average with a window of T L 5 2.5 days; T L corresponds
to the Lagrangian correlation time scale derived for the
region by Zhang et al. (2001). The data were then subsampled every 2.5 days to ensure statistical independence of the float data points. The combined ACCE and
NAC data result in 14 945 float observations, shown in
Fig. 2.
We use monthly specific volume anomaly d g (C, p)
and temperature T g (C, p) GEM fields constructed for
12 regions in the subpolar North Atlantic by PerezBrunius (2002, also see Perez-Brunius et al. 2004b),
using more than 70 years of hydrographic data from
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FIG. 2. Position of the RAFOS float stations used in this study.
The black dots represent the float data from the NAC experiment
(1993–95); the white dots show the float data points for the ACCE
experiment (1997–2000). The black box shows the region studied.

HydroBase (Curry 1996, Fig. 3). The variable p is pressure, and the geostrophic streamfunction C chosen to
project the hydrographic data is the dynamic height at
200 dbar referenced to 1000 dbar.
Applying the float-GEM technique, profiles of specific volume anomaly dfg (x, y, p) and temperature Tfg (x,
y, p) are obtained at each float data point (x, y). The
subscript fg stands for float-GEM and serves as a reminder that dfg and Tfg are estimates of the actual profiles
of specific volume anomaly and temperature at the float
data points, obtained by the procedure presented in
Perez-Brunius et al. (2004a), which is briefly described
as follows. The specific volume anomaly GEM field is
used as a lookup table to estimate the value of the geostrophic streamfunction at each float data point [Cfg (x, y)],
by matching the known specific volume anomaly of the
float dfloat with its measured pressure pfloat , such that dfloat
5 d g [Cfg (x, y), pfloat ]. Once the value of the geostrophic
streamfunction Cfg (x, y) is known, the corresponding
specific volume anomaly and temperature profile at the
float data point are estimated by making use of the corresponding GEM fields: dfg (x, y, p) 5 d g [Cfg (x, y), p]
and Tfg (x, y, p) 5 T g [Cfg (x, y), p]. The subscript fg will
be dropped from now on, understanding that all variables used after this point are estimates derived with the
float-GEM technique, unless otherwise specified.
In addition, the floats independently measure the velocity at the specific volume anomaly surface of the floats:
Vfloat[x, y, p(dfloat)]. From the specific volume anomaly profiles, the Montgomery streamfunction P referenced to
1000 dbar is calculated on the dfloat surface:

FIG. 3. Subregions for which monthly GEM fields of temperature
and specific volume anomaly are available. Dots represent hydrographic stations from HydroBase used in their construction, obtained
from Curry (1996). The large black box shows the region studied.

P 5 pfloat dfloat 2

E

pfloat

d dp.

(1)

1000 dbar

Divided by the Coriolis parameter f, the Montgomery
streamfunction gives the baroclinic geostrophic streamfunction on the surface of the floats (McDougall 1989):

c bc [x, y, p(dfloat )] 5

P
.
f

(2)

The baroclinic streamfunction at a given pressure level p (relative to 1000 dbar) is given by

c bc (x, y, p) 5 2

1
f

E

p

d dp9.

(3)

1000 dbar

We also obtain the potential energy anomaly x (referenced to 1000 dbar):

x52

1
g

E

0 dbar

pd dp,

(4)

1000 dbar

where g is the acceleration of gravity (Fofonoff 1962).
The potential energy anomaly divided by the Coriolis
parameter f gives the baroclinic transport potential for
the top 1000 dbar,
Q bc
1000 5

x
.
f

(5)

As a result, we have the following float-GEM dataset
w 5 {d(p), T(p), Vfloat (dfloat ), c bc [ p(dfloat )], c bc (p),
Qbc
1000} at each of the 14 945 float stations of Fig. 2 with
0 dbar # p #1000 dbar.
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b. Objective analysis
We seek to obtain the mean fields of the float-GEM
derived data {w(x, y, p)} on a selected geographical grid
{x i , y i }. The general procedure is as follows: First, we
bin the float-GEM data on an n8 3 n8 grid covering the
region of interest (x b , y b ), resulting in w(x b , y b , p). The
standard deviation of the data in each bin is computed
as wsd (x b , y b , p); it provides a measure of the variability
not resolved by the binning. To interpolate the results
into empty bins, as well as to get a smoother field, we
use multivariate objective analysis (OA) following a
procedure similar to the one presented by Watts et al.
(2001, see appendix B). Note that the OA technique is
a linear estimator; hence we can obtain the estimate of
a linear operator applied to the variable of interest w
from the same input data (Bretherton et al. 1976). This
allows us to obtain the absolute streamfunction field at
the specific volume anomaly surface of the floats
c a [ p(dfloat )], using the float velocity data Vfloat , assuming
that the float’s velocity is the absolute geostrophic velocity on its target surface dfloat .
Since both baroclinic (c bc ) and absolute (c a ) geostrophic streamfunctions on the specific volume anomaly surface of the floats are sampled at the same time
and position, and interpolated in the same manner, the
absolute streamfunction at the reference level can be
obtained:

c bt 5 c a [p(dfloat )] 2 c bc [p(dfloat )];

(6)

c bt is the ‘‘barotropic’’ streamfunction, which represents
the absolute velocity field at the 1000-dbar reference
level. This barotropic streamfunction needs to be added
to the baroclinic streamfunction to obtain the absolute
streamfunction field at all pressure levels p sampled:
c a (p) 5 c bc (p) 1 c bt ,

(7)

and our focus is upon p # 1000 dbar.
a
Furthermore, the absolute transport potential Q1000
for
the top 1000 dbar can be calculated as
a
bt
Q1000
5 Qbc
1000 1 Q1000 ,

(8)

Qbt1000 5 rDc bt

(9)

where
is the ‘‘barotropic’’ transport potential, D 5 1000 m is
the height of the water column, and r is the mean density
of the water column (r 5 1027 kg m 23 ). By ‘‘barotropic’’
we mean the transport for the top 1000 dbar obtained
from the barotropic velocity. Note that we are using the
fact that 1 dbar corresponds to 1 m within 1%.
The absolute and baroclinic velocities [V a (p), Vbc (p)]
are derived from the corresponding streamfunctions (c a ,
c bc ).
Last, the temperature transports (H1000 ) across a section is given by

E E
1000 dbar

H1000 5 rC p

0 dbar

section

Vl T dl dz,

(10)
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where l is the distance along the section, z is depth, V l
is the velocity perpendicular to the section, and C p is
the specific heat of seawater. We use C p 5 4 3 10 3
J kg 218C 21 , and r 5 1027 kg m 23 . The baroclinic and
absolute temperature transports are estimated from Eq.
(10) using the corresponding velocities.
3. Absolute transport maps
To quantify the amount of water transported by the
NAC–SPF system from the subtropics and into the subpolar North Atlantic, we proceed to calculate the baroclinic, barotropic, and absolute transport potentials for
the region whose bounds are 408–558N, 508–258W by
applying the interpolating method described in section
2c to the float-GEM data described in section 2a. The
fields are binned and mapped on a 18 3 18 grid {x b ,
y b }, applying the OA technique described in appendix
B, using R b 5 300 km for the background fields and R r
5 150 km for the residual fields. These length scales
are purposely chosen to be larger than the correlation
scale appropriate to this region since we want a smooth
map on which the largest features are enhanced. Figure
4 shows the number of float observations per bin and
the corresponding histograms for the data distribution
per month and per year. The NAC was mostly sampled
between 1993 and 1995, and most of the data for the
SPF region were sampled between 1997 and 1999. The
summer months were the most undersampled of all, although no evident seasonal bias exists. Note that all
transports reported from here on correspond to the top
1000 dbar of the water column. We will use mass-Sverdrups [10 9 kg s 21, corresponding to 10 6 m 3 s 21 ([ Sv)
within about 3%] as the unit to represent these transports.
a. Baroclinic transport potential
The resulting baroclinic transport potential field
Qbc
1000(x b , y b ) is shown in Fig. 5. The dark transport lines,
corresponding to Qbc
1000 5 22 and 34 Sv, are shown as
boundaries of the flow entering the region at the ‘‘Tail
of the Grand Banks,’’ and continuing eastward toward
the MAR. The error of Qbc
1000 is 1.2 Sv (see appendix A).
Figure 5 suggests a broadening of the northwardflowing NAC that starts to occur upstream of Flemish
Cap and continues as the current approaches the Northwest Corner. The baroclinic field has been estimated in
previous studies, most of them derived from climatologies constructed from historical hydrography (e.g., Iselin 1936; Lozier et al. 1995; Kearns 1996). This component has also been calculated by combining the float
data from the NAC experiment with historical hydrography, using the strong correlation between the pressure
of the target isopycnal of the floats and the potential
energy anomaly fields (Kearns 1996; Carr et al. 1997;
Perez-Brunius et al. 2004a). In all cases, the resulting
patterns show an eastward flow about 700 km wide,
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FIG. 5. Baroclinic transport potential for the top 1000 dbar, relative
9
21
to 1000 dbar (Qbc
, which
1000), shown in mass-Sverdrups 5 10 kg s
correspond to 1 Sv 5 10 6 m 3 s 21 to within 3%. The difference between
contour values is a measure of the transport in mass-Sverdrups between those contours. The two thick black lines show the boundaries
of the warm water flow entering the region at the Tail of the Grand
Banks and continuing eastward toward the MAR. The flow is about
200 km wide as it enters the region, and it broadens as it continues
eastward, having an envelope of about 700 km and a transport of 12
Sv. Light gray contours are every 10 Sv, and thin black contours are
every 2 Sv. Error in Qbc
1000 is 1.2 Sv.

FIG. 4. (a) Number of float data points per 18 3 18 bin. (b) Histogram of float data points per month. (c) Histogram of float data
points per year. Most data were collected between 1993 and 1995 in
the NAC, and the SPF was mostly sampled during 1997–99. There
is no evident seasonal bias. The summer months were the least sampled of all.

from 468 to 528N. Synoptic hydrographic surveys have
observed the eastward flow to the north of 468N associated with two or more smaller baroclinic fronts, highly
variable in space and time, which we here refer to as
the SPF (Sy 1988; Arhan 1990; Sy et al. 1992; Bubnov
1995; Belkin and Levitus 1996). Hence, one would expect that long-term Eulerian averages of these meandering and highly variable baroclinic structures will
smear out the fronts, resulting in what appears as a broad
and slow eastward drift.
The baroclinic flow transports a total of ;12 Sv from
the Tail of the Grand Banks into the eastern subpolar
region, crossing the MAR between 468 and 538N. About
16 Sv of the northward flow entering the region at 408N
recirculates within the Mann Eddy, centered at 418N,
448W.
b. Barotropic transport potential
Figure 6 shows the barotropic transport potential
Qbt1000(x b , y b ) for the top 1000 dbar. The error of Qbt1000

is 3.3 Sv (see appendix A). Noteworthy are the three
recirculating cells surrounding the northward-flowing
NAC: two anticyclonic cells, the Mann Eddy (centered
at about 418N, 448W) and the Flemish Cap–Northwest
Corner recirculation (centered around 518N, 428W and
extending south to ;468N), and one cyclonic cell found
inshore of the NAC south of Flemish Cap, which includes a trough centered at ;44.58N.

FIG. 6. Barotropic transport potential for the top 1000 dbar
(Qbt1000). Noteworthy are the recirculations found surrounding the
northward-flowing NAC: the Mann Eddy centered at 428N, 448W;
the cyclonic cell inshore of the NAC, including the trough at 448N;
and the Northwest Corner–Flemish Cap extending from 458 to 528N.
Light gray contours are every 10 Sv, and thin black contours are
every 2 Sv. Error in Qbt1000 is 3.3 Sv.
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c. Absolute transport potential

that stands out is a continuous northward flow that turns
east past the Northwest Corner and crosses the MAR
between 488 and 528N. The thick transport lines 233
and 223 Sv indicate the boundaries of the aforementioned flow and represent the edges of the NAC–SPF.
The selection of the boundaries of the current is somewhat arbitrary, since isolines within 62 Sv of the ones
selected also connect the Tail of the Grand Banks with
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, but the selection is within the
error bounds of the transport potential calculation (3.5
Sv). The 233 Sv line has a gap at the Northwest Corner,
which we attribute to the presence of an eddy (548N,
428W) at the time when the floats were sampling the
region. Also, that particular region has very few data
points (see Figs. 2 and 4). Nevertheless, we believe the
choice of the 233 Sv contour elsewhere represents a
good boundary for the cold side of the NAC–SPF current. Note that there is no evidence of branches splitting
off the current upstream of the Northwest Corner. Rather, the NAC appears as a narrow current, about 50–100
km wide, all the way from the Tail of the Grand Banks
to Flemish Cap. It is not until entering the Northwest
Corner that the current broadens, and maybe splits into
more branches, before turning eastward. Just past the
Northwest Corner (around 498N, 388W), the eastward
flow associated with the SPF is about 250 km wide. It
seems to broaden even more, to about 500–600 km at
368W, but the transport lines converge as the flow approaches the MAR, crossing it in the region of the Faraday and Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zones, where the eastward flow is about 150 km wide. This result is radically
different from the baroclinic transport map of Fig. 5,
where the NAC seemed to split and broaden to about
500 km far upstream of Flemish Cap, with the eastward
flow associated with the SPF having an envelope around
700 km wide.
The fact that the flow across the MAR is constrained
to the Faraday and Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zones has
been noted before (Arhan 1990; Sy et al. 1992; Fratantoni 2001; Bower et al. 2002), suggesting that topography has an important effect on ‘‘steering’’ the current
into the subpolar region, despite the fact that the crest
of the MAR is more than 1700 dbar below the sea surface.
The barotropic recirculations shape the absolute transport contours, by forcing flow across the baroclinic
transport lines, both up- and downstream of the Northwest Corner. The cells appear in the absolute transport
map, and recirculate 22 Sv in the Mann Eddy and 6 Sv
in the cyclonic cell inshore of the NAC. The Flemish
Cap–Northwest Corner recirculation appears as composed of two cells, each recirculating about 4 Sv. One
cell appears southeast of Flemish Cap between 448 and
488N; the other is centered at 508N, 428W. All transports
are for the top 1000 dbar.

a
The absolute transport potential Q1000
(x b , y b ), which
is the sum of the baroclinic and barotropic transport
potentials (Figs. 5 and 6), is shown in Fig. 7. The corresponding error is 3.5 Sv (see appendix A). One feature

d. Comparison with surface drifters
Fratantoni (2001) and Reverdin et al. (2003) used the
data from surface drifters to create the mean surface

FIG. 7. Absolute transport potential for the top 1000 dbar (Q a1000)
The NAC–SPF appears as a well-defined current, flowing north along
a meandering path, and then turning eastward past the Northwest
Corner. Note that there is no evidence of splitting into permanent
branches upstream of the Northwest Corner. Also noteworthy is the
convergence of the transport contours as the flow approaches the
MAR, crossing above the region of the Charlie–Gibbs and Faraday
Fracture Zones. The boldface black isolines represent the boundaries
of the NAC–SPF pipe that transports 10 Sv from the subtropics into
the eastern subpolar North Atlantic. Light gray contours are every
10 Sv; thin black contours are every 2 Sv. Error in Q a1000 is 3.5 Sv.

The Mann Eddy has a barotropic transport of ;6 Sv.
The cyclonic recirculation reflects the Labrador Current
flowing southward through the opening between the
Grand Banks and Flemish Cap, turning northward as it
encounters the NAC at the Tail of the Grand Banks.
The trough at 44.58N has been reported before (e.g.,
LaViolette 1983; Krauss 1986), but it is particularly
extended to the east for the period sampled by the NAC
floats (1993–96; Rossby 1996; Kearns and Rossby
1998). This cyclonic cell recirculates about 8 Sv in the
top 1000 dbar.
The Northwest Corner appears as a well-defined eddy,
the anticyclonic flow around it extending south to Flemish Cap. It recirculates about 10 Sv. Previous studies
have also found a detached eddy in the Northwest Corner (e.g., Lazier 1994; Kearns 1996; Fratantoni 2001).
The barotropic transport east of 408W suggests the
presence of three cyclonic recirculations: one centered
at 418N, 378W, another centered at 388W extending from
448 to 498N, and the last one centered at 528N, 358W.
Near the MAR, the barotropic transport isolines converge into a northeastward flow, crossing the ridge between the Faraday (508N) and Charlie–Gibbs (52.58N)
Fracture Zones. This flow transports about 10 Sv.
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erdin et al. (2003). The higher resolution of the mean
maps presented by Reverdin et al. (2003, 0.58 latitude
3 18 longitude) may account for this difference.
4. The NAC–SPF pipe

FIG. 8. Absolute velocity vectors at 15 dbar, derived from Eqs. (2),
(3), (6), and (7). Black and dark gray arrows indicate velocity magnitudes larger than 20 and 10 cm s 21 , respectively.

velocity vectors (15 m) for the North Atlantic. In order
to compare our results with the ones obtained from the
surface drifter dataset, the objectively mapped absolute
velocity vectors from this study are shown in Fig. 8.
The largest mean velocities are observed in the NAC
between 428 and 448N (speeds up to 25 cm s 21 ), while
speeds between 10 and 20 cm s 21 are observed in the
Mann Eddy, in the NAC between 458 and 498N, and in
the SPF just as it exists the Northwest Corner. The results from the surface drifters also find the largest velocities in the NAC upstream of Flemish Cap, although
their magnitudes are larger than 30 cm s 21 there (Fratantoni 2001). High speeds are also observed off Flemish Cap, while the rest of the current has speeds between
15 and 30 cm s 21 (Fratantoni 2001). The magnitudes of
our estimates are consistently smaller than the ones observed by the binned drifter data. This may be due to
the smoothing imposed by the objective mapping of the
mean binned fields (both of the geostrophic shear and
the velocity at the reference level), resulting in an underestimation of the peak mean velocities. Another factor that may contribute to the difference is that drifter
velocities may include the Ekman component of the
flow, which is not captured by the geostrophic velocities
shown in Fig. 8.
Nevertheless, the circulation patterns derived by the
surface drifters and in this study are very similar. The
Mann Eddy and Northwest Corner appear in the same
locations, and the eastward current associated with the
SPF is found between 498 and 528N, crossing the MAR
in the region between the Charlie–Gibbs and Faraday
Fracture Zones. The trough at 44.58N found in this study
is also evident in the mean surface velocity map presented by Reverdin et al. (2003). A significant difference
is that the anticylonic recirculation found east of the
NAC between 448 and 488N in Figs. 7 and 8 appears
as composed by two smaller cells in the study by Rev-

Based on the results obtained in section 3c (Fig. 7),
we will refer to the NAC–SPF as the conduit that transports 10.0 6 3.5 Sv of warm water in the top 1000 dbar
from the Tail of the Grand Banks into the Iceland Basin.
In this sense, the NAC–SPF is seen as a pipe, whose
a
walls are the absolute transport isolines Q1000
5 233
a
Sv on the cold side, Q1000 5 223 Sv on the warm side
of the current (Figs. 7 and 9a). We emphasize the fact
that, although there is no mass transport through the
walls of the pipe in the mean, at any point in time there
is likely to be a net mass transport through the pipe’s
walls by the time-varying component of the flow. We
will use the term ‘‘pipe’’ even though it may not be the
most appropriate one given that the walls are not really
material boundaries. The mean transport through the
walls by the eddy-field is zero, and so mass is conserved
in the mean within the pipe. Given this, the mean heat
lost or gained by the NAC–SPF waters can be estimated
by looking at changes in the mean temperature transport
across the pipe. The NAC–SPF waters will get colder
by losing heat to the atmosphere through the surface of
the pipe (H atm
flux in Fig. 9a). On the other hand, the exchange of water between the pipe and its surroundings
by the time-varying flow can result in a net mean temperature transport through the walls, resulting in a mean
heat flux across the pipe (H eddy
flux in Fig. 9a). The mean
heat flux through the bottom of the pipe is neglected in
this study. We also note that the warm water flow extends deeper, but this study only focuses on the top 1000
dbar.
To estimate the amount of heat lost by the NAC–SPF
current as it flows through the region of study, 10 transects crossing the NAC–SPF pipe are selected (Fig. 9a).
We note that transect 1 is chosen for comparison with
the results obtained from a moored-array of instruments
by Meinen and Watts (2000) and Meinen (2001) in the
same location. The absolute velocity field and the temperature fields are obtained on each transect (located at
{x i , y i }), applying the procedure described in section
2b. For this case, we obtain the background fields surrounding the transects on a {x b , y b } 5 0.58 3 0.58 grid,
applying the OA technique described in appendix B with
R b 5 150 km. The geographical region {x b , y b } used
for the background field has a 2.58 margin around the
transect in question. The residuals are obtained for the
background region and objectively mapped onto {x i , y i }
with the correlation length scale associated with the region R r 5 90 km. The spatial resolution of the transect
grid {x i , y i } is 25 km. Adding the value of the background fields, the final transect is obtained. Note that
we have used a higher-resolution grid and smaller length
scales for the OA mapping than the ones used for the
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a. Transports along the NAC–SPF
We now proceed to observe the changes in the temperature transports along the NAC–SPF pipe. Figure 9b
shows the transports of temperature corresponding to
the 10 Sv of water flowing within the NAC–SPF pipe.
The transports were calculated for four different pairs
of absolute transport lines (each pair separated by 10
Sv), to evaluate the sensitivity of the estimates to the
somewhat arbitrary selection of the current’s boundaries. The error bars are given by
EH 5 Ï(E t H ) 2 1 (E s H ) 2 ,

(11)

where E t H 5 0.05 PW is the error in the temperature
transports (see appendix A), and E s H is the standard
error for the mean temperature transport obtained for
the four absolute transport potential pairs chosen:
EsH 5

FIG. 9. (a) Cartoon of the NAC–SPF pipe, shown as the black
contours consituting the two absolute transport potential isolines
bounding the current. The pipe transports, in the mean, 10 6 3.5 Sv
from the Tail of the Grand into the Iceland Basin. The waters within
the pipe are getting cooled both by heat loss to the atmosphere
(H atm
flux, represented by the updward pointing arrows in dark gray), and
exchange across the walls induced by the eddy field (H eddy
flux , represented by the wiggly arrows). The 10 transects used to calculate the
temperature transport along the current are shown as the light gray
a
lines. (b) Absolute temperature transports H 1000
along the NAC–SPF
pipe (PW; 51015 W). Symbols representing the temperature transport
calculated for each mass transport potential pair are stars: (233, 223)
Sv, triangles: (234, 224) Sv, circles: (235, 225) Sv, and squares:
(236, 226) Sv. The boldface line is the mean temperature transport
(taken over all pairs). Note the pattern of heat loss (gain) between
crests (troughs) and troughs (crests) in the NAC. The error bars (vertical arrows) are due to the uncertainty in the float-GEM estimates
of the temperature transports, and the standard deviation of the transports estimated from different transport potential pairs [see Eq. (11)].

construction of the maps of the previous section. The
reason for this is that we want to capture most of the
current’s structure to obtain better estimates of temperature transport across the narrow pipe that constitutes
the NAC–SPF current. This is possible given the higher
data density in the area of these transects (Fig. 4). The
transports of temperature are calculated between the
a
boundaries of the NAC–SPF pipe [Q1000
∈ (233 Sv,
223 Sv)].

s (H pairs
1000 )
, 0.01 PW,
Ï4

(12)

with s (H pairs
1000) being the standard deviation of the temperature transports. Therefore the calculation of the temperature transports is not very sensitive to the choice of
the pipe’s walls. The calculation was also done selecting
a
Q1000
5 [(233 Sv, 223 Sv), (234 Sv, 223 Sv),
(235 Sv, 223 Sv), (236 Sv, 223 Sv)] to check for
sensitivity of the heat fluxes between sections to different choices of the pipe’s mean transport. The differences were smaller than the error of the estimates (not
shown), and so given the precision of the method the
choice of the boundaries of the NAC–SPF are irrelevant
to the heat flux estimates.
The results show large changes in the temperature
transports of the NAC upstream of the Northwest Corner
(transects 1–6), while they remain nearly constant in the
Northwest Corner and SPF (transects 7–10). A total of
0.18 6 0.05 PW are lost between the Tail of the Grand
Banks (transect 1) and Flemish Cap (transect 6). Past
this point, no significant heat loss or gain is observed.
In the northward-flowing NAC, a pattern of heat gain
and loss emerges between meander extremes. Around
0.13 6 0.05 PW are lost between the crest at 428N
(transect 1) and the 448N trough (section 3), then a small
heat gain (0.06 6 0.05 PW) occurs between the 428N
trough (transect 3) and the crest off Flemish Cap (transect 5). Last, 0.12 6 0.05 PW are lost between the crest
of transect 5 and the following trough (transect 6).
b. Transect 1: NAC at 428N
Meinen (2001) used a transect of moored instruments
(Clarke et al. 1996) to calculate the mean absolute velocity and temperature structure of the northward flowing NAC–SPF along transect 1 for the period between
August 1993 and June 1995. The mean section is an
average on ‘‘streamwise’’ coordinates; that is, each
snapshot was centered at the high-velocity core of the
stream and then averaged over time. We use the results
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from that survey to compare with the transports obtained
in this study. The baroclinic transports for the top 1000
dbar across the transect are the same for both sections,
which, including the Mann Eddy and the cyclonic recirculation inshore of the NAC, carry 40 Sv and 2 PW
toward the north. On the other hand, the absolute transports across transect 1 for the top 1000 dbar (68 6 3.5
Sv and 3.50 6 0.05 PW to the north, including the Mann
Eddy and cyclonic recirculations on both sides of the
current) are 6% and 3% smaller than those estimated
by Meinen (2001), respectively. This discrepancy is
small, especially given the different methods and datasets used in calculating the mean transports.
c. Atmospheric heat losses
We can estimate the heat lost to the atmosphere Hatm
along the NAC–SPF pipe by
H atm 5 W 3 L 3 H atm
flux ,

(13)

where W and L are, respectively, the width and length
of the NAC–SPF pipe between transects, and H atm
flux is
the atmospheric heat flux in watts per meter squared.
To estimate this flux, we consider the northward NAC
flow (W ; 100 km, L ; 1000 km) and the eastward
flow associated with the SPF (W ; 500 km, L ; 1000
km) separately (see Fig. 9a). The mean atmospheric heat
flux, estimated from the average for two full years
(1998–99) of National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis data (Kalnay et al. 1996; Perez-Brunius 2002),
22
is H atm
in the NAC and SPF,
flux ; (2200, 2100) W m
respectively. This results in a total of H atm ; (0.02,
0.05 PW) lost to the atmosphere by the NAC and SPF
segments, respectively. Adding the two, approximately
0.07 PW are lost to the atmosphere by the NAC–SPF
waters on their transit through this region. Of course,
this is a rather crude estimate considering the high
seasonal and interannual variability in the atmospheric
heat fluxes, as well as the uncertainty of the estimates
of the atmospheric heat fluxes themselves. Nevertheless, the atmospheric heat flux for the NAC segment
is an order of magnitude smaller than the heat lost by
the current waters, estimated in section 4a. This suggests that heat lost by lateral exchange across the side
walls of the northward flowing NAC must play a dominant role in the mean cooling of the current’s waters.
To the level of accuracy of our estimates, no significant
cooling occurs once the current enters the Northwest
Corner, suggesting that most of the cooling of the waters carried by the NAC–SPF through the region of
study takes place between the Tail of the Grand Banks
and Flemish Cap.
5. Discussion and summary
The float-GEM technique (Perez-Brunius et al.
2004a) is applied to isopycnal RAFOS float data to ob-
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tain the mean three-dimensional temperature, specific
volume anomaly, and absolute velocity field for the top
1000 dbar of the NAC–SPF region. The technique combines the velocity and pressure records of the float data
with projections on geostrophic streamfunction space of
historical hydrography. The circulation patterns obtained for the region compare well to the ones observed
by surface drifters (Reverdin et al. 2003), although the
mean surface velocities (Fig. 8) are up to 50% smaller
than the ones obtained from the binned surface drifter
data (Fratantoni 2001). This discrepancy can be due to
the smoothing introduced by the objective mapping and
to effects of the wind on the surface layer not captured
by our estimates.
The mean baroclinic and absolute transport potential
fields were constructed for the top 1000 dbar of the
NAC–SPF region, representing the mean circulation of
the warm waters for the 1993–2000 time period (Figs.
5 and 7). These two fields differ significantly: whereas
the baroclinic transports in Fig. 5 suggest a broad and
weak eastward flow, peeling off the northward-flowing
NAC upstream of Flemish Cap, the absolute transports
in Fig. 7 show a well-defined and narrow (50–100 km)
northward-meandering current, with no evidence of
splitting before reaching the Northwest Corner. The
mean absolute transports estimated for the NAC at 428N
agree within 6% of the results obtained by Meinen
(2001) from a moored array of current meters in the
same transect. The tight structure of the mean NAC
changes upon approaching the Northwest Corner where
it widens as it turns eastward. The eastward flow is less
organized, as can be seen from the wide envelope of
the transport lines defining the SPF segment of the pipe.
This may reflect the meandering and/or eddy shedding
of the eastward flow associated with the SPF, which may
be composed of several smaller branches. It is still not
clear where the branches that compose the SPF originate. It has been hypothesized that they result from splitting of the northward-flowing NAC, some authors suggesting that the split occurs upstream of Flemish Cap
(Dietrich et al. 1980; Krauss et al. 1987) while others
think it may happen upstream, at, or past the Northwest
Corner (Sy 1988; Arhan 1990; Lazier 1994). There is
no clear evidence on how permanent or sporadic those
branches are. This study suggests that the splitting or
branching of the NAC does not occur upstream of Flemish Cap and that it is in the Northwest Corner where
the northward NAC first broadens and maybe even splits
into more branches. The eastward flow converges downstream to cross the MAR between the Faraday and Charlie–Gibbs Fracture Zones (Figs. 7 and 9a).
Why do the baroclinic transport pathways differ so
from the absolute ones? We think this reflects the very
different processes controlling the baroclinic and barotropic streamlines. The baroclinic velocity field depends
on the density field, the shape of which reflects the
following effects: First, the shoaling of isopycnals toward the north due to outcropping of the main ther-
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mocline of the subtropics along the boundary between
the subtropical and subpolar gyres (which corresponds
to the subpolar front; e.g., Rossby 1996; Dutkiewicz et
al. 2001); second, outcropping of the light isopycnals
due to atmospheric cooling through the process of Subpolar Mode Water formation on the warm side of the
NAC–SPF—within the anticyclonic recirculating cells
between the branches of the eastward flow associated
with the SPF and in the Newfoundland Basin (McCartney and Talley 1982; Arhan 1990; Perez-Brunius et
al. 2004b); and third, eddy mixing across the current
along the NAC–SPF, which results in a net flux of subpolar waters into the subtropical side (Dutkiewicz et al.
2001).
The barotropic field (Fig. 6), on the other hand, is
strongly influenced by the topography of the region. The
location of the meanders of the northward-flowing NAC,
the position of the Northwest Corner recirculation, and
the crossing of the current through the MAR appear to
be topographically controlled (Rossby 1996; Bower et
al. 2002). The meanders set up recirculating cells: the
Mann Eddy, a cyclonic circulation inshore of the NAC
including a pronounced trough at 44.58N, and an extended anticyclonic recirculation east of Flemish Cap
extending north to the Northwest Corner. The barotropic
cyclonic and Flemish Cap–Northwest Corner recirculations substantially modify the more familiar baroclinic
streamfunction field, giving shape to the absolute transport potential field. This results in flow across baroclinic
contours, suggesting strong cross-frontal flow (Fig. 10).
This is in agreement with particle exchange across a
meandering front, as has been observed in the Gulf
Stream. Water parcels entering a crest tend to flow up
along their isopycnal surface, crossing the current from
the warm to the cold side, while the opposite is true
when the flow approaches a meander trough (Bower and
Rossby 1989). The cross-frontal component is barotropic, induced by abyssal cyclones/anticylones that develop under troughs/crests (Lindstrom and Watts 1994;
Savidge and Bane 1999; Howden and Watts 1999; Watts
et al. 2001). This is analogous to the synoptic atmospheric systems produced by baroclinic instabilities under a baroclinic jet (e.g., Holton 1992). The lateral displacements lead to exchange between the current and
surrounding waters (Song and Rossby 1995). If the meanders are steep, there is greater fluid exchange between
the current and surrounding waters. Time variability in
their amplitude also seems to enhance the exchange (Samelson 1992). It is interesting to note that the NAC is
not baroclinically unstable (Kearns and Paldor 2000).
Finding no unstable modes, Kearns and Paldor (2000)
suggest that the meanders have a wavelength determined
by the bathymetry and amplitudes with limited growth.
We argue that, regardless of the mechanism driving
the meandering of the NAC or the Gulf Stream, the
exchange processes induced by the meandering jet are
similar, as suggested by our observations. Hence, we
propose cross-frontal flow induced by the steep mean-
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FIG. 10. Map of the streamfunctions on the d surface of the floats,
showing the mechanism of lateral exhange induced by the meanders
of the northward-flowing NAC. The dark gray contours show the
baroclinic streamfunction c bc (referenced to 1000 dbar, contour interval 3.33 3 10 23 m 2 s 21 ), the black contours show selected isolines
of the absolute streamfunction c abs , showing the NAC pipe and the
recirculations cells surrounding it. The arrows show the direction of
the flow along the current. Note how this flow is crossing baroclinic
streamlines, resulting in lateral exchange across the stream (cold to
warm from meander crests to troughs, warm to cold from troughs to
crests).

ders of the NAC as the main mechanism that causes the
patterns of heat loss (gain) between crests and troughs
(troughs and crests) of the northward-flowing NAC (see
Fig. 10). We estimate that 0.18 6 0.05 PW are lost
through this mechanism (Fig. 9b), which is 10 times the
heat lost to the atmosphere in the northward segment
of the pipe (order 0.02 PW, see section 4c). This suggests
that most of the warm-to-cold transformation of the subtropical waters while passing through this region occurs
along the northward-flowing NAC, through exchange
of water parcels between the current and its surroundings.
Where does the heat lost by the NAC go? Part of the
warm waters lost by the current feed the anticyclonic
recirculations on its offshore side (the Mann Eddy and
the Flemish Cap cells) and some of their heat may be
lost to the atmosphere within the recirculations in wintertime, leading to the formation of mode water. Mode
water of the warmest type has been observed within the
Mann Eddy (e.g., Perez-Brunius et al. 2004b). Heat
pumped into the recirculations may also be lost to the
interior of the basin through eddy diffusion. The rest of
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the waters lost by the current to the subtropical side may
diffuse back into the subtropical gyre, possibly feeding
the Azores Current farther south, as suggested by Krauss
et al. (1990). In this study, we estimate the mean heat
flux of the NAC–SPF as the change in advection of
temperature by the mean flow, assuming that those
changes are due to the mean atmospheric fluxes and
lateral exchange induced by the eddy field. It is important to note that, although the eddy field does not
transport mass in the mean, it may contribute to the
mean transport of tracers such as temperature along the
current. Hence, it is possible that the actual mean heat
fluxes are larger than suggested by our estimates or that
they are partially compensated by the mean advection
of temperature by the eddy field. The quantification of
the contibution to the mean advection of temperature
by the eddy field along the NAC–SPF is left for another
study. Nevertheless, we note that the mean temperature
of the current decreases by ;48C from the Tail of the
Grand Banks to the Northwest Corner and remains at
;78C in the SPF section of the pipe, supporting the idea
that most of the heat is lost in the northward-flowing
NAC.
This study suggests that lateral exchange induced by
the eddy field contributes significantly more than the
atmosphere in cooling the subtropical waters in their
transit toward the eastern subpolar North Atlantic. We
note that most of the warm-to-cold transformation that
results in deep convection takes place in the subpolar
North Atlantic and in the convective sites of the Labrador and Nordic Seas, where the mixed layer reaches
down to great depths in wintertime. Hence, the role of
the atmosphere in the transformation process is likely
to play a more significant role than horizontal mixing
north of 538N. The conclusions of this study only apply
to the transformation that takes place in the region upstream of the subpolar North Atlantic, that is, in the
NAC–SPF conduct that connects the subtropical and
subpolar regions of the North Atlantic.
The results of this study point out the importance of
having direct measurements of the velocity in the NAC–
SPF region since the streamlines inferred from hydrography alone do not reflect the pathways of flow in this
area. Hence, analysis using baroclinic streamlines alone
does not show as clearly the structure of the NAC–SPF
as it evolves along its path from the Gulf Stream northeastward past the MAR, as part of the upper limb of
the thermohaline circulation of the North Atlantic. With
the advent of more realistic models for the region (e.g.,
Smith et al. 2000), it would be interesting to combine
the float dataset presented here with model output to
further study the processes of lateral exchange in the
northward flowing NAC. Although the patterns that
emerge seem similar to the ones on a baroclinically
unstable current such as the Gulf Stream, further study
is needed to understand lateral exchange in a current
where the meanders remain fixed in space (i.e., do not
propagate) and rarely grow large in amplitude.
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APPENDIX A
Transport Errors
The estimate of variable w obtained by binning the
float-GEM data w fg has an error E t w given by
E tw 5 Ï(E fgw) 2 1 (E bw) 2 ,

(A1)

where E fg w is the error associated with the float-GEM
technique (Perez-Brunius et al. 2004a), and
E bw 5

s (w fg )
ÏN

(A2)

is the standard error of the mean value w in the bin in
question, s (w fg ) is the standard deviation of the floatGEM data in the bin, and N is the number of observations in the bin.
Note that the binning error E b is smaller than the
float-GEM error E fg .
a. Mass transport errors
The errors in the mass transport potentials calculated
in section 3 are given by
bc
E t Q 1000
5

E tx
,
f

bt
E t Q 1000
5 rDE t Cbt ,

(A3)
and

a
bc
bt
E t Q 1000
5 Ï(E t Q 1000
) 2 1 (E t Q 1000
)2,

(A4)
(A5)

where
E t Cbt 5 Ï{E t C a [p(d f )]} 2 1 {E t Cbc [p(d f )]} 2 ,
(A6)
E t C a [p(d f )] 5

(EU f Dy 1 EV f Dx)
,
2

(A7)

r 5 1027 kg m 23 is the mean density, D 5 1000 m is
the height of the water column, and (EU f , EV f ) are the
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TABLE A1. Errors involved in the mass transport potentials estimates. Note that the error due to binning Eb is smaller than the error of
the float-GEM E fg . Here \V\f is the magnitude of the velocity of the floats. The other terms are described in section 2.
Variable
\V\
Uf
Vf
Ca [ p(d f )]
Cbc [ p(d f )]
Cbt
Qbc
1000
Qbt1000
Qa1000
f

Error of the float-GEM technique (E fg )
21

21

3.0 cm s
2.1 cm s21
2.1 cm s21
30.0 3 10 2 m 2 s21
6.3 3 10 2 m 2 s21
28.6 3 102 m2 s21
1.0 SV
2.9 Sv
3.0 Sv

2.4 cm s
1.7 cm s21
1.7 cm s21
15.8 3 10 2 m 2 s21
5.3 3 10 2 m 2 s21
16.6 3 102 m2 s21
0.5 Sv
1.7 Sv
1.8 Sv

errors in the east- and northward velocities measured
by the RAFOS floats, respectively. Equations (A5) and
(A6) assume that the errors in the baroclinic and barotropic components are uncorrelated. The bins are 18 3 18,
which results in Dx ø 75 km in the east–west direction
and Dy 5 111 km in the north–south direction. Table
A1 shows the mean values of the errors mentioned
above for the NAC–SPF region.
b. Absolute temperature transport error
The errors in the absolute temperature transports for the
NAC–SPF pipe calculated in section 4 are given by

!1 2 1 2

E t H1000 5 rC p DT VDx

ET
T

2

1

2

EV
,
V

(A8)

where C p 5 4000 J kg 218C 21 is the specific heat of
seawater, T 5 7.48C is the mean temperature, V 5 10
cm s 21 is the mean speed of the waters within the NAC–
SPF pipe, Dx 5 25 km is the station spacing used for
the transects, and
E t T 5 Ï(E fg T ) 2 1 (E b T ) 2
E t V 5 Ï(E fg V ) 2 1 (E b V ) 2

and

Error due to binning (Eb )

(A9)
(A10)

are the corresponding mean errors for temperature and
velocity, respectively. The errors have the following values: E fg T 5 0.338C, E b T 5 0.358C, ⇒ E t T 5 0.468C;
and E fg V 5 4.7 cm s 21 , E b V 5 5.1 cm s 21 , ⇒ E t V 5
9.9 cm s 21 . This results in an error E t H1000 5 0.05 PW
for the absolute temperature transport.
APPENDIX B
Objective Analysis
This appendix describes the multivariate objective
analysis (OA) used to interpolate and smooth a binned
field w(x b , y b , p), adapted from the procedure presented
in Watts et al. (2001). The covariance function is assumed to be a Gaussian with an e-folding length scale
of R. We apply a first pass of the OA, using R b as the
correlation length scale, to obtain a smooth ‘‘background’’ field w OA
bg (x b , y b , p). This mean field is sub-

Total error (Et )
3.8 cm s21
2.7 cm s21
2.7 cm s21
32.1 3 10 2 m 2 s21
8.2 3 10 2 m 2 s21
33.1 3 102 m2 s21
1.2 Sv
3.3 Sv
3.5 Sv

tracted from the binned field, and the residuals are obtained:
OA
wres (x b , y b ) 5 w(x b , y b ) 2 w bg
(x b , y b ),

where the subscript OA is used to distinguish the objectively mapped fields from the binned fields. Applying
a second pass of the OA to wres , with R r , R b to resolve
the smaller scales, the residual field is mapped on the
desired grid {x i , y i } # {x b , y b }. Stammer (1997) calculated the regional covariance functions for the Atlantic from altimeter data and found that the zero-crossing
of the covariance functions is a function of the radius
of deformation. The radius of deformation for our region
of study is around 20–30 km (Chelton et al. 1998),
which corresponds to a zero crossing of ;90 km. We
use this value as the approximate correlation length
scale R for the region.
The final fields are then given by
OA
OA
w OA (x i , y i , p) 5 w bg
(x i , y i , p) 1 w res
(x i , y i , p).
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